


What is a Wedding Mood Board?

Why Create a Wedding Mood Board?

Think of a wedding mood board as your ultimate wedding planner BFF - it's a visual roadmap where you throw in colors, textures, and inspo pics. It's not just a pretty collage; it's your cheat code to nailing the vibe of your big day.

Crafting a wedding mood board is like creating your visual blueprint. It helps vendors understand your vision clearly, ensuring everything fits together seamlessly for your perfect day.

Mood Board for boho Wedding
Combining different elements that capture the essence of bohemian style is the key to creating a mood board for a boho bride. Boho weddings are often characterised by a mix of natural, vintage and eclectic elements. Here's a guide on how to create a boho bride mood board:

Compile these elements on a digital or physical board to create a visual representation of the boho bride mood. You can use tools like Pinterest, Canva, or even physical cutouts from magazines to bring your moodboard to life.

Color Palette 

Florals 

Decor 

Fonts and Graphics 

Textures 

Fashion 

Photo Style 

Inspiration Images 

 Earthy tones: muted greens, browns, rust, terracotta, and mustar
 Soft pastels: pinks, blues, and lavende
 Metallic accents: Add gold or brass details

 Wildflowers: with a mix of greener
 Pampas grass: for a bohemian and romantic vib
 Succulents: in bouquets or as table centerpieces

 Vintage furniture: for seating areas or as decorative piece
 Dreamcatchers as decor or as backdrop
 Candles in various sizes for a warm and intimate atmosphere


 Use whimsical and hand-drawn fonts for invitations and signag
 Include bohemian-inspired graphics like feathers, arrows, or dreamcatchers

 Lace: in the dress, invitations, or deco
 Macramé: backdrops, table runners, hanging deco
 Fringe: elements in accessorie
 Velvet: for a luxurious touch

 Flowy dresses and ethereal fabric
 Flower crowns or headpieces for a boho-chic loo
 Barefoot sandals: If appropriate for the venue

 Natural light: Opt for a photography style that embraces natural light for a soft and romantic fee
 Candid shots: Capture candid moments that showcase the authenticity of the boho vibe


 Collect images of boho brides, outdoor ceremonies, and bohemian deco
 Look for images that showcase the desired color palette, textures, and overall vibe


